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**Preface**

**BULLETIN OF CHEMICAL REACTION ENGINEERING & CATALYSIS** (BCREC), Volume 2, Number 2-3, Year 2007 (15 October 2007) has been published as a media for communicating the activities of CREC UNDIP research group and Masyarakat Katalis Indonesia — Indonesian Catalyst Society (MKICS). The journal also publishes the latest news of technology related with chemical reaction engineering and catalysis. Since 2007, the BCREC has been assigned as formal journal of CREC Group and Indonesian Catalyst Society (MKICS).

In the 2th and 3th issues of year 2007, the number of selected articles from Proceeding of Symposium and Congress of MKICS 2007 are published. The Editor encourages all MKICS members to submit their articles in this journal. However, manuscripts from all over the world related with the topics of BCREC are very welcome.

Dr. Istadi (Editor)
Chemical Reaction Engineering & Catalysis, Department of Chemical Engineering, Diponegoro University
E-mail: i.istadi [at] tekim.ft.undip.ac.id

---

**Publication Information:**


For year 2007, Volume 2 Number 1 — 3 are scheduled for publication. This bulletin is electronically published via journal website ([http://www.tekim.ft.undip.ac.id/crec/bcrec](http://www.tekim.ft.undip.ac.id/crec/bcrec)). The bulletin can be downloaded for free from the website. The bulletin is published by CREC Group Dept. of Chemical Engineering Diponegoro University and Indonesian Catalyst Society (MKICS).
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